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FLEXIBLE NEON ASSEMBLY
A simple assembly process applies to all of Californeon's FlexNeon products. These instructions work for both interior and exterior
applications. All you will need are a few basic tools and the
Californeon product(s) of your choice.

Basic Tools
Having a few basic tools readily available will enable you to quickly and easily assemble Flex-Neon. We suggest using a set of anvil or pruning shears to ensure a
straight clean cut, a pair of blunt or flat jaw pliers, and a heat gun to shrink wrap
the ends and connectors.

Anvil Shears

Heat Gun

Blunt Jaw Pliers

FLEXIBLE NEON ASSEMBLY
Assembly Supplies
You will need a supply of Flex-Neon, an End Cap (Or an X, T, or L connector if
you are making a corner or joint application) a Flex-Neon power cord, a power
pin and two shrink tubes. If this is an exterior application, a tube of Silicone Sealant (such as a window and door sealant) will be needed.
Flex-Neon

Power Cord

L, X, and T Connectors

Shrink Tube, End Cap & Power Pin

Silicone Sealant
(for exterior applications)

T Connector
Used at Cut Marks Only

X Connector
Used at Cut Marks Only

L Connector
Used at Cut Marks Only

Inside L Connector
Used at Cut Marks Only

Outside L Connector
Used at Cut Marks Only

L Connectors
Used at Cut Marks Only

End Cap
Used at All Ends Opposite
Power Cords

H-Pins
Power and Splice

5 foot Power Cord
With Fuse

Heat Shrink Tube

LED Neon Flex (Color Jacket)

Silicone Sealant

Making
The Cut
Assembly of the LED Neon Flex can be
done in the shop or in the field.
From the spool of LED Neon Flex , count
the number of sections you will need for
your project. In the 120 volt LED Neon
Flex , Red, Yellow and Orange are in 30
inch sections. Green, Blue and White are
in 18 inch sections.
The end of each circuit or section will be
marked with a dotted line. This is where
the cut must be made, exactly on the line.

Dotted Line indicating where the LED Neon
Flex may be cut. This is the end & beginning
of a new circuit.

Using the “Anvil Shears”, cut the LED Neon
Flex , exactly on the dotted line. If you cut
the LED Neon Flex any where else, the
internal circuit will be altered and the LED
Neon Flex will not illuminate within the
interrupted section that has been severed.

Preparing to make a section / circuit cut
on the cut mark / dotted line.

Installing the
H-Pin
Power Pin
With your piece of LED Neon Flex in
hand, select the end that has the two
power wires positioned on the right
hand side as you look at the cross section of the LED Neon Flex.
Using the Pick / Awl tool, gently spread
both wires in the exposed end of the
LED Neon Flex . This will allow for ease
of inserting the power pin and ensures
good contact between the pin and the
wire, making for a solid electrical
connection

Position the H-Pin / power pin so
as to insert it into the passages
made with the awl / pick. Gently
push the pin into the wires a short
distance. Then utilizing the blunt
nose pliers, push the H-Pin into
the LED Neon Flex until the small
plastic collar is in contact with the
end of the LED Neon Flex .

When completed the H-Pin / power
pin should look like the illustration
photo at left.

Installing the
Power Cord
1. Utilizing the Heat Gun, gently warm the end
cap on the power cord until it is pliable.
2. Using your thumb and for finger gently
squeeze the cap until it opens slightly.

3. Aligning the pins with the receptacle
holes in the power cord cap, gently push
the power cord into place.

4. Locate a section of the Heat Shrink tube
and insert the power cord / LED Neon Flex
assembly into the center of the tube. When
in its final position the tube should be centered over the connection.

Sealing the
Power Cord
Slide the Heat Shrink tube to one side to
create room for the following step.
Using a Non-Conductive silicone sealant, seal
around the power cord cap with a bead of the
non-conductive sealant.
Upon making a smooth bead with the silicone
that seals all edges of the cap, slide the heat
shrink tube back into its centered position.

Using the Heat Gun, gently warm the
Heat Shrink tube until it shrinks into its
final resting place.
Be cautious to not over heat this
connection as it may damage not only
the heat shrink tube and power cord, but
also the LED Neon Flex itself.

After the heating of the shrink tube is
completed, seal around both ends of the
shrink tube with the same silicone sealant
utilized above.
This will ensure that the power cord is
securely attached and the connection is
impermeable to moisture..

Power Cord attached and sealed into place.

Installing the
End Cap

Using the Heat Gun, gently warm the End
Cap just until it becomes pliable.
Please use caution as to not over heat.

Gently push the End Cap onto the end of the
LED Neon Flex that has the two wires visible
on the left hand side as you look at the cut
end of the LED Neon Flex. Slide the end cap
all the way into position where the LED
Neon Flex touches the back portion of the
end cap.

Using a Non-Conductive Silicone sealant,
place a small amount of the sealant into
the interior of the End Cap so as to make
contact with the cut wires on the LED
Neon Flex once the End Cap is installed.

Locate a section of Heat Shrink Tube and
slide it onto the LED Neon Flex .

Sealing the
End Cap

Position the Heat Shrink Tube over the
End Cap connection. Allow the Heat
Shrink Tube to extend past the free end
of the End Cap approximately 1/4 to 3/8
inch.

Using the Heat Gun, gently heat the Heat
Shrink tube until it is sealed into place.
Be careful to not over heat as it will
cause harm to both the Heat Shrink Tube
and the LED Neon Flex.

Using a Non-Conductive Silicone Sealant, seal both ends of the Heat Shrink Tube with
a bead of the Non-Conductive sealant. This will ensure that the End Cap is securely
attached and the connection is impermeable to moisture..
Please allow time for the Non-Conductive Silicone Sealant to cure. It should be ready
to handle after 30 minutes, and will cure completely within 24 hours depending upon
the manufacturer.

Creating a
Splice

Using the Pick / Awl tool, gently spread
both wires in the exposed end of the
LED Neon Flex . This will allow for ease
of inserting the splice pin and ensures
good contact between the pin and the
wire, making for a solid electrical
connection

Insert the Splice Pin until
the plastic collar sits snuggly against the LED Neon
Flex .

Position the H-Pin / splice pin so as to insert it
into the passages made with the awl / pick.
Gently push the pin into the wires a short distance. Then utilizing the blunt nose pliers,
push the H-Pin into the LED Neon Flex until
the small plastic collar is in contact with the
end of the LED Neon Flex .

Align the Splice Pin with the
other piece of LED Neon
Flex you wish to connect to.
Make sure you have spread
the wire using the awl to ensure a good electrical contact

With a steady pressure
push the two pieces of
LED Neon Flex together
until the plastic collar on
the Splice Pin touches
both pieces of flex.

NOTE: Slide the Heat Shrink Tube onto one of the pieces of flex prior
to joining the two pieces together.

Sealing the
Splice

Using the Non-Conductive Silicone sealant,
place a bead around and into the gap between the two pieces of LED Neon Flex .

Slide the Heat Shrink Tube into position
centering it over the splice gap. Then using
the Heat Gun as in the previous procedures
gently heat the Shrink Tube into its final
position.

The completed splice.

The illuminated splice.

Using the
L, X, T
Connectors

T Connector

X Connector

L Connector

The assembly procedure for all accessory connectors is the same
as connecting the power cord.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cut the LED Neon Flex on the dotted cut mark
Spread the wires in the flex using the awl / pick.
Insert the barbed end of the power pin into the LED Neon Flex .
Align the H-pin with the holes in the connector.
Push the LED Neon Flex into the connector.
Slip the Heat Shrink Tube over the connection joint.
Heat the Shrink Tube with the Heat Gun.
Seal the edges of the Shrink Tube with Non-Conductive
Silicone sealant.

